Crime Scene Investigations Protocol – Training

CSI-001-16 Quality Assurance ___/___/___, _____
CSI-002-16 Crime Scene Safety ___/___/___, _____
CSI-003-16 General Crime Scene Guidelines ___/___/___, _____
CSI-004-16 Trace Evidence Collection ___/___/___, _____
CSI-005-16 Biological Evidence Collection ___/___/___, _____
CSI-006-16 Firearms & Tool mark Evidence Collection ___/___/___, _____
CSI-007-16 Detecting Latent Prints ___/___/___, _____
CSI-008-16 Photography & Cameras ___/___/___, _____
CSI-009-16 Bloodstain Pattern Analysis ___/___/___, _____
CSI-010-16 Equipment & Maintenance ___/___/___, _____
Fingerprint Protocols – Training

FP-001-16 Intro & Overview ____/____/____, _____
FP-002-16 Record Keeping ____/____/____, _____
FP-003-16 Processing ____/____/____, _____
FP-004-16 Processing of Deceased Individuals ____/____/____, _____
FP-005-16 Friction Ridge Examination ____/____/____, _____
FP-006-16 Automated Ten-Print Functions ____/____/____, _____
FP-007-16 Quality Control ____/____/____, _____
FP-008-16 AFIS Roles & Responsibilities ____/____/____, _____
FP-009-16 Equipment & Maintenance ____/____/____, _____